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The Frequency of the Human Body  

According to Dr. Robert O. Becker in his book “The Body 

Electric,” the human body has an electrical frequency and that 

much about a person’s health can be determined by it. 

Frequency is the measurable rate of electrical energy flow that 

is constant between any two points. Everything has frequency. 

Dr. Royal R. Rife found that every disease has a frequency. He 

has found that certain frequencies can prevent the 

development of disease and that others would destroy 

diseases. Substances of higher frequency will destroy diseases 

of lower frequency. 

In 1992, Bruce Taino of Taino Technology, an independent division of Eastern State University in 

Cheny, Washington, built the first frequency monitor in the world. Taino has determined that the 

average frequency of a healthy human body during the daytime is 62 to 68 Hz.  

When the frequency drops, the immune system is compromised. If the frequency drops to 58 Hz, 

cold and flu symptoms appear; at 55 Hz, diseases like Candida take hold; at 52 Hz, Epstein Bar and 

at 42 Hz, Cancer. Taino’s machine was certified as 100 percent accurate and is currently being used 

in the agricultural field today. 

The study of frequencies raises an important question concerning the frequencies of substances we 

eat, breathe, and absorb. Many pollutants have low frequencies and cause the bodies healthy 

frequencies to be lowered and weakened. Processed or canned food has a frequency of zero and 

tends to lower healthy frequencies within the body towards degenerative diseases.  

Fresh produce has up to 15 Hz; dry herbs from 12 to 22 Hz; and fresh herbs from 20 to 27 Hz. 

Essential oil frequencies start at 52 Hz and go as high as 320 Hz; which is the frequency of Rose Oil. 

These higher frequencies create an environment in which disease, bacteria, virus, fungus, cancer, 

etc., CANNOT live. In one study the doctors took two young men who had a 66-hertz frequency. 

One held coffee and his frequency dropped to 58 in 3 seconds. The other gentleman drank it and 

his frequency dropped to 52 in 3 seconds. 
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Science Doesn’t Completely Understand How Cells and Frequencies Interact 
 

A single living human cell performs over 50,000 different biochemical reactions. It carries in the 

DNA molecule billion bits of data (survival know how). This DNA molecule contains around 100,000 

genes, of which 5000 are actively producing around 5,000 different proteins. Such a cell, only 

visible under a strong microscope, beats the complexity of a modern Personal Computer by far. 

Recent research leads us to the theory that in every living cell there is an extremely complex 

process of subtitle electromagnetic vibrations going on every thousands of a second, when creating 

all those biochemical molecules and proteins. 

In living nature, everything vibrates, the smaller, the faster. The frequencies of the vibrations in a 

living cell depend on the size of the components. There are physical vibrations and electrical. It’s 

obvious that the cell as a whole vibrates with lower frequencies than individual molecules or 

atoms. To get an idea about these physical frequencies, one can look at a cell division, where a DNA 

molecule, an extremely long string of coded material, divides itself into two exact copies. A DNA 

molecule is folded into a tiny ball, but when divides itself, it has to unfold and unroll itself, at 

speeds from 10,000 to 20,000 revolutions per minute (i.e. 200 to 300 Hz). The 50,000 different 

biochemical reactions and the creation of 5000 different proteins is a continuous bio-electro- 

chemical game with electrical vibrations all over the place. Every single biochemical reaction is an 

electronic process in itself.  

In the last 150 years we started using electricity on a real broad scale. Nowadays every inhabitant 

of a so called ‘civilized country’ is bathing every hour of the day and night in a continuous flood of 

electromagnetic fields with a broad range of frequencies. It started early in this century with the 

lower frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz, but in the last few decades, the frequencies are rising fast, due to 

modern digital technology and microminiaturization. From an evolution standpoint, such an 

enormous explosion in EMF cannot be handled by normal evolutionary growth.  

A range of EMF frequencies may resound with equal bio-electrical frequencies within living cells 

and they will disturb the electrochemical processes. Since the life within a cell seems to be a 

continuous ‘dance of electrons’, one can imagine that another ‘music’ form outside spoils this 

delicate process. If we see these subtle intracellular vibrations as a full concert of a symphony 

orchestra within a cell, then we can see EMF from outside as a brass band, that enters the concert 

hall during the concert, unasked, with lots of noise. It’s more subtle than that. This resonance can 

be an influence on a range of bio-frequencies, depending on the physical size of the process. 

Processes that include a cell as a whole, work with lower frequencies and the formation of a small 

protein at the edge of a cell works with a much higher frequency. Probably there will be EMF 

frequencies that do not cause any resonance. But since we don’t know these ‘free’ frequencies – 

EMF is unsafe at any frequency. 
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